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Abstract
To support heterogeneous application types a video digital library will contain a large number of video objects with various lengths and display requirements. Multi-user access to the
same video objects is required in order to increase the availability of video information and to
make full use of the limited computing and storage resources. The access frequency and delay
sensitivity of video objects require special methods to guarantee smooth playback of video objects and to minimize average waiting time. We propose an integrated approach to bu er and
disk management for dynamic loading and simultaneous delivery of multiple video objects to
multiple users. The allocation of bu er and disk resources in this study is based on quality of
service variables such as average waiting time, display continuity, and viewer enrollment.
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1 Introduction
Storage and delivery of video data have been the topic of many recent research works and
prototype implementations, but much of this research is directed towards the technology needed
to build Video on Demand (VOD) servers for entertainment purposes [8, 9]. However, we address
the unique requirements of video storage and delivery in digital libraries since there are major
di erences between the VOD and digital library services in terms of the characteristics of the video
data and the viewing frequencies.
VOD servers are geared towards servicing a large number of users who view a limited collection
of videos with relatively homogeneous characteristics such as length, viewing frequencies, etc. In
contrast, the collection of videos actively viewed by users can be much larger in digital libraries
than that in VOD, and the video lengths in digital libraries can vary from a few seconds (scienti c
animations) to a few minutes (product demonstrations) and to a couple of hours (lecture recordings
and full feature videos). Furthermore, the viewing frequencies of videos in digital libraries may
exhibit a large variance as some videos may be highly popular whereas others only requested
occasionally.
The main challenges in managing video objects arise from their large size and real-time playback
requirements [4, 10, 18]. One of the most common video compression standards currently in use
is called MPEG [11]. A typical one hour video in MPEG compressed form requires about 1 to 2
Gigabytes of disk storage [2, 12] and must be delivered at the rate of 1.5 Megabits/second to avoid
\jerkeness" [1, 4, 8, 9]. Furthermore, in many cases a video object must be delivered synchronously
with its associated sounds, thus complicating the storage and delivery problem [2, 5]. A video server
that needs to deliver multiple videos at the above rates requires considerable resources. Therefore,
an important objective in designing video management systems is to utilize the limited computing
resources and to improve quality of service for as many viewers as possible.
Due to the shear sizes of video objects, digital libraries must be built on mass storage systems
consisting of main memory, secondary storage such as magnetic disks, and tertiary devices such as
CDs and tapes. In this paper, we address the quality of service issues at the local area network level.
Although OC-3 (and higher) ber optic backbone networks can deliver high bandwidth video data,
local area networks are limited to T-1 capacity. It is still not economical to set up OC-3 connection
in local area networks. The main memory of the lcoal video server must be refreshed constantly to
transfer the video objects from disks as the memory size is small such that no whole video can be
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contained in it. In addition, the disks must also be reloaded frequently with video objects requested
by viewers since only a limited number of video objects can be placed on disks at one time. In
other words, video data management requires two levels of bu ering, main memory bu ering and
secondary storage bu ering. For simplicity, we refer to the former as bu er management while the
latter as disk management.
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in managing of multimedia data on disk and
in memory for ecient delivery of video and audio materials. Many research problems have been
studied such as the following: principles of retrieval and storage of delay-sensitive multimedia data
[6, 5], the collocational storage of multimedia strands [18, 7], memory minimized storage architecture
for video-on-demand servers [15, 16], bu er sharing for continuous media servers [3, 13, 14], and
le allocation on disk arrays [17, 19, 20, 21].
In this paper, we propose an analytical method for designing bu er and disk management
that is extensible to a digital library environment. First, we propose and analyze several bu er
management strategies in terms of how bu er space is allocated and shared among multiple viewers
of the same video. Secondly, we de ne several fundamental concepts for video data allocation
on secondary storage, develop a mathematical algorithm for optimal placement of multiple video
objects, and propose a methodology for dynamic loading of videos on multiple disks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a video storage
and delivery architecture. Section 3 proposes three bu er management strategies: single bu er
refreshing, static bu er partitioning, and adaptive bu er partitioning. The subsequent section
describes a simulation study in which the three strategies are compared. Section 5 presents a
new approach on managing multiple video objects in a matrix data placement method, where
video lengths and viewing frequencies can vary. In section 6, we develop a mathematical model
that optimizes the design of the video data matrix for multiple videos with various lengths and
viewing frequencies. In section 7, we apply the mathematical model to delelop a technique that
eliminates seek delays by utilizing data striping over multiple asynchronous disks and supports
dynamic loading of new videos without interrupting the display of ongoing videos. Finally, Section
8 summarizes the ndings in this study and outlines future research directions.
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Figure 1: The architecture of a video delivery system

2 System Architecture for Distributed Video Delivery
The digital video delivery system is likely to be comprised of a hierarchy of storage and delivery
devices. At the top of the hierarchy is the video archive where all video objects are stored on tapes,
and at the bottom of the hierarchy are the viewing stations serving the users. In between, there is
a local video server that supply video data to the viewing stations linked via a local area network.
When a video requested by viewers is not currently installed on the local server disk, it is retrieved
from tapes in the video archive of the digital libary and placed on the server disk(s). The video
server then transfers the video data from disk(s) to bu er and then delivers the video from bu er
to the viewing stations (Figure 1). The server disks can also store a limited number of videos that
are presently in high demand.
In this paper, we concentrate on the lower level of the hierarchy { the local area network level,
where a video server receives the necessary materials from a video archive and stores the data on
disk. In general, the video server should be capable of delivering many videos at the same time,
and the same video can be viewed by many viewers simultaneously. Supporting multi-user access
to many video objects through a video server requires sophisticated video delivery techniques both
at the disk level and the bu er level. At the disk level, a number of video objects must be stored
and transferred to the bu er in ways that satisfy the consumption rates at which video objects are
3

Notation Meaning
B
Bu er size measured in bytes
b
the unit size of data blocks transferred between disk and bu er
bM
the size of a compressed MPEG block in bytes
C
the total number of viewing channels on a server
ci
the number of viewing channels dedicated to a video
D
the width of a video matrix measured in minutes of display time
d
The display rate in number of MPEG blocks per second
fi
the relative viewing frequencies of the ith video
l
the length of video measured in minutes
n
The number of users being served
nc
the number of MPEG blocks refreshed per cycle
R
The transfer rate from disk to memory in bytes per second
ri
the number of replicates for the ith video
Sdisk the capacity of the disk(s)
s
The total of latency and seek time in seconds
W
the width of the enrollment window
wi
the maximal waiting time for the ith video
Table 1: List of notations used in this paper
displayed at the viewing stations. Similarly, the bu er must be refreshed on time to satisfy the
viewing activities.
For convenience, we assume that all videos are stored in a compressed MPEG format although
the results of our research are independent of the speci c compression standard. In MPEG compression, there are three types of frames: Intrapictures called I-frames, Predicted pictures called
P-frames, and Interpolated pictures, also called B-frames, used for bidirectional prediction [2, 12].
The I-frames allow random access points into the video and are only moderately compressed using
JPEG techniques. The other types of frames represent only di erences between the last I-frame and
the current one and o er a large amount of compression. As a result of the connections between
the P and B-frames to their respective I-frames, they must be decoded together as a unit. For that
reason, there is a minimum number of video frames that must be delivered as a unit from the disk
to a decoder for purposes of decompression; we refer to this number of frames as the MPEG block.
We de ne the symbols used in later sections in Table 1 for ease of reference; they will also be
discussed at the rst point of usage.
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3 Bu er Management Strategies
Supporting simultaneous multi-entry and multi-user accesses to the same video object requires
sophisticated bu er refreshment policies that are not found in conventional bu er systems. For
instance, many video objects may be bu ered only partially in memory due to space limitation.
As a video object is viewed by users, its bu ered slices of data blocks must be refreshed slice by
slice so that early users can proceed without delay and late users are being served properly as well.
Here, users are ordered by their relative starting points on the video object.
In the optimization of bu er management strategies, we focus on two factors in video delivery:
display quality and average waiting time. The display quality factor requires that the video data
is supplied to the viewing stations in such a rate that there is no jerkiness, and our objective is
to minimize the average waiting time for all viewers. A very high average waiting time has two
consequences in practice: (1) some viewers may have to wait until the next showing period, and
(2) a viewer in waiting may decide to withdraw (also called barking in queueing theory). In other
words, the quality factor acts as the constraint, and the waiting time factor is the objective function
to be minimized.
In this section, we present three bu er management strategies aimed at minimizing average
waiting time. The rst strategy maximizes the number of viewers served by refreshing the bu er in
a smart way. The second and the third strategies try to achieve the same objective by partitioning
the bu er into several sections. The second strategy partitions the bu er statically, and the third
strategy partitions the bu er adaptively as needed.

3.1 Strategy S1: No Partitioning
In this strategy, the whole bu er is used as a single partition to display the video. The objective
is to minimize the average waiting time. The following assumptions are made:

 bu ered data are compressed video MPEG frames
 the number of MPEG frames that can be decompressed independently are called a MPEG
block

 the user station is equipped with the capability of decompression
 bu er refresh is done periodically as a multiple of MPEG blocks
5

 refresh rate is equal to transfer rate from disk to bu er, and
 all viewers have the same display rate.
The bu er management strategy is developed based on the analysis of the bu er refreshing
process. In this process, ve unique stages are identi ed as illustrated in Figure 2.
Stage 1: The bu er is lled with the beginning sequence of frames of the video, and the rst
user joins the video show and starts viewing the video.
Stage 2: While the rst user is viewing the video, other users arrive randomly and join the
viewing process. Since the video frames are stored in memory, each enrolled user can view the
video independently, assuming that the operating system can handle all of the viewers without
delay.
Stage 3: A critical point is reached such that no more viewers should be admitted to view the
video. Otherwise, refreshing the bu er will overwrite MPEG frames which some viewers are yet to
view. In other words, we say that the viewer enrollment window is closed.
Stage 4: At another point in time, the rst viewer of the video is about to exhaust the video
frames and in need of new frames that have not been retrieved into the bu er. At this point, we
say a refresh of the bu er is needed. Note that refreshing for the rst user will overwrite some
frames that other users might have not nished viewing yet if viewer enrollment is not managed
properly. That is, we should stop viewer enrollment some time before the refreshing starts.
Stage 5: The bu er is refreshed for some number of MPEG blocks, and all viewers keep on
viewing the frames in the bu er without hiccups. This process of bu er refreshing will be repeated
over and over again until the video is done. The refresh cycle time is derived next.
Our problem at hand is to determine the cycle time, the size of viewer enrollment window,
and the minimal number of MPEG blocks refreshed per cycle, as de ned next. The objective is to
enroll as many viewers as possible before the rst bu er refreshment so that average waiting time
is minimized.
Cycle time of bu er refreshing (tc ) is the number of MPEG blocks refreshed per cycle (nc )
divided by the display rate (d):

tc = ndc

(1)

Minimal refresh ahead (y ) is the size of remaining unconsumed data at the start of the next
bu er refreshing cycle, which is equal to the display rate (d) times the sum of the seek (s) and the
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Figure 2: The Bu er Refresh Process
time required to transfer one MPEG block (bM =R).

y = d(s + bRM )

(2)

W = bB , nc , y + ds

(3)

The enrollment window size (W ) in number of MPEG blocks, de nes the cuto point of new
viewer enrollment; no new viewers will be admitted after viewer one has displayed all the frames
in the enrollment window.
M

where B is the bu er size in bytes, bM is bytes per MPEG block, nc is MPEG blocks refreshed per
cycle, y is the refresh ahead in MPEG blocks.
Notice that the term ds is added to the window width because during the seek time, no frames
are refreshed in the bu er. Next, we determine the optimal value of nc , the number of MPEG blocks
transferred from the disk to the bu er per cycle. This is done by observing the pro t maximizing
principle, the display continuity requirement, and the disk transfer constraint.
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The pro t maximizing principle is that one should serve as many viewers as possible in each
viewing session. (Note that viewers may leave if they are tired of waiting and decide to do something
else instead.) That is, we want to maximize the size of the enrollment window so that more
viewers can be served. From gure 2, one can see that the size of enrollment window is negatively
proportional to that of nc as all other terms are xed. Therefore, nc must be minimized in order
to maximize the enrollment window.
Note that the data in the bu er are compressed MPEG frames and the continuity requirement
states that video frames must be transferred from the bu er to user stations in MPEG blocks
so that the B and P-frames can be decompressed in relation to the I-frames in the same block.
Consequently, the continuity requirement states

nc  1

(4)

The data transfer constraint determines the data transfer cycle, the disk busy time and idle
time. Assuming only the current video is in display, the disk idle time Ti is equal to the cycle time
minus the seek time and the transfer time

Ti = ndc , s , bMRnc
= R ,RdbM d nc , s

(5)
(6)

It is worth noting that seek time is incurred in each refresh cycle, and the smaller the value of
nc , the larger the total seek time will be. We know that Ti must be nonnegative and the linear
relationship between Ti and nc says that nc is minimized if Ti is. Consequently,

nc = R ,Rds
bM d
is obtained when Ti is equated to zero and that nc is minimized.
In light of both equations 4 and 7, the optimal value of nc is equal to
nc = max(1; R ,Rds
bM d )

(7)

which maximizes the enrollment window, satis es the disk transfer constraint, and meets the display
continuity requirement.
Strategy S1 allows viewers to start viewing the video with a exible start and end time. This
is an important departure from broadcasting services in analog VOD where viewing time is xed.
Under the exible viewing schedule, the viewing time can be given as a range, say, starting from
between 1:00 and 1:20 pm and ending between 2:40 and 3:00 pm.
8

3.2 Strategy S2: Static Partitioning
In the rst strategy, viewers of the video can enroll only if they come before the window is
closed. As a result, the expected waiting time for a viewer can be very long. Strategy S1 is e ective
where viewers' interarrival interval is small. In case viewer arrival is sparse, however, the strategy
su ers from low bu er utilization. In an extreme case, suppose that there is only one viewer that
has arrived before the viewing window is closed. Subsequent viewers must wait for the rst viewer
to nish the current viewing period. It is obvious that the bu er is not fully utilized. We now
discuss another strategy called the static partitioning strategy in which bu er utilization rate can
be improved by partitioning the bu er.
Imagine that there is only a single viewer in Strategy S1, the minimal bu er size required to
serve the viewer (Bmin ) is

Bmin

8
>
< b ( n + d bRM ) if nc = 1
= > M c
: bM nc
if nc > 1

(8)

which is obtained by letting W be zero in Equation 3 and substituting terms for y using Equation 2.
When nc = 1, the rst term in the parenthesis is the number of MPEG blocks refreshed per cycle,
and the second term is the number of MPEG blocks required to serve the viewer while the bu er
is refreshed, bM =R is the time required to refresh one MPEG block, and dbM =R is the number
of MPEG blocks displayed during that time. When nc > 1, the second term is removed as the
additional bu er space can be saved without a ecting the viewing process.
Assuming that the overall bu er size is suciently large, we can partition the bu er into several
sections. Each section will serve a group of viewers so that average waiting time is reduced. This
can reduce the average waiting time greatly. Consider a video of 100 minutes and a bu er of size B
that can contain 20 minutes of video. Assuming viewer arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution
and Strategy S1 is used, the average waiting time would be about 32 minutes (.2(0)+.8(40)) with
maximal waiting time of 80 minutes. Assume that we can partition the bu er into 5 sections of 4
minutes each. Upon arrival, viewers will be put into one of the 5 channels according to their time
of arrival. This way, the average waiting time will be around 6.4 minutes (.2(0)+.8(8)) rather than
32 minutes. The maximal waiting time is now 16 minutes rather than 80 minutes.
Figure 3 illustrates the refreshing process of Strategy S2 after partitioning the bu er. However,
one limitation of this strategy is that it creates more disk arm movement because now it must seek
back and forth to serve the ve groups of viewers. In the current strategy, we also assume that the
9
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Figure 3: An Illustration of Bu er Partition
viewers come to view the video in an in nite cycle and the interarrival interval between viewers is
exponentially distributed (due to the Poisson arrival distribution).
In this strategy, a grouping technique is used to increase the number of viewers served. Let us
rank the bu er partitions according to the relative position of the video frames they contain at a
point of time from the beginning to the end. For example, if partition i contains the 50th-100th
frames, while partition j contains the 200th-250th frames, then we say partition i is closer to the
beginning of the video than partition j . The bu er partition containing the beginning frames of
the video is called the rst partion and the one containing the ending frames, the last partition.
When all frames have been viewed in a partition, it will change from being the last partition to
become the rst partition as its contents change dynamically.
When a viewer arrives after the viewing window has closed for the rst partition, the viewer will
be queued to wait for the last partition to restart the video. The thick arrow in gure 3 illustrates
the grouped viewers.
Similar to Equation 8, the minimal bu er size per group is

Bmin

8>
< bM ( nc + d bRM ) if nc = n
= >
: bM nc
if nc > n

(9)

except for

nc = max(n; R ,nRds
nbM d )

(10)

which is similar to equation 7 except that the disk now must serve all n number of partitions.
Therefore, nc is a function of n.
The maximal number of partitions for a given bu er size B is

nmax = B
8B min
>
< B=[bM (1 + d bRM )] if nc = n
= >
: B=(bM nc )
if nc > n
10
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We know that when

nRds  n
R , nbM d
the optimal value of nc is equal to n and nmax can be easily solved. However, when
nRds
R , nbM d > n
nc = R ,nRds
nbM d
and it is required to solve the following quadratic equation:
M ds )
n = B=( RnRb
, nbM d

The solution is:

p

M d(BbM d + 4R2 s)
nmax = ,BbM d + 2Bb
bM dRs
Figure 5 illustrates the variations of nmax and nc as the transfer rate changes. The values used
in the computation for B , bM , d, s are 250 Mbytes, 60 Kbytes, 4 MPEG blocks, and 0.015 sec,

respectively.

3.3 Strategy S3: Adaptive Partitioning
We now discuss another strategy called the adaptive refreshing strategy in which bu er utilization rate can be improved by partitioning the bu er adaptively.
The main idea of the strategy is to allow repartitioning of the bu er when a new viewer arrives
after all viewing windows are closed. The basic idea of adaptive partitioning is that some bu er
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Figure 5: The values of nmax and nc
space can be reclaimed for the new viewer without hindering the viewing process of existing viewers
of a partition when the viewer arrival is sparse. As shown in Figure 4, a viewer can be served
adequately as long as it has the minimal number of MPEG blocks (which is equal to Bmin as
derived previously) in reserve. We call this minimal number of MPEG blocks as the marked ones.
The unmarked blocks will be available for repartitioning provided the number of partitions does
not exceed the maximal number of partitions nmax derived earlier.
The adaptive partitioning algorithms is as follows:
1. Mark the minimal number of MPEG blocks that are required to ensure a continuous display
for each viewer in session.
2. Merge those marked blocks that are interconnected.
3. Select one of the unmarked bu er spaces that are larger than the minimal bu er size to create
a new partition.
4. The new viewer is placed in the new partition.
This bu er repartitioning process can be repeated for the next new viewer until no more bu er
12
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Figure 6: The Single Bu er Refresh Model
space is available for repartitioning. Repartition ceases when the total space of unmarked bu er
pages is less than the minimal bu er size for a viewer as in step 3 above.
This strategy is e ective when the bu er is large relative to the minimal bu er requirement per
viewer and the viewers arrive in a sparse pattern so that repartitioning is possible. However, the
strategy is ine ective when repartitioning is seldomly possible due to a high viewer arrival rate.

4 A Simulation Study of Bu ering Strategies
To compare the three di erent bu er management strategies, namely, no partition (S1), static
partitioning (S2), and adaptive partitioning (S3), a simulation study was conducted. The simulation
program was written using an object-oriented discrete event simulation language called MODSIM.
We present the simulation models and results in this section.
As illustrated in Figure 6, viewers arrive in an random process (Poisson process is used in the
simulation). Upon arrival, a viewer joins other active viewers for the video if the viewing window
is open. Otherwise, the viewer is placed into the waiting queue. To simplify the simulation, we
assume that viewers will not "bark" from the waiting queue. As said earlier, the video data in the
bu er are compressed MPEG blocks, therefore, their sizes may vary.
Figure 7 illustrates the situation where the bu er is partitioned into several sections. A newly
arrived viewer joins other active viewers for the video if there is a section where the viewing window
is open. Otherwise, the viewer is placed into the waiting queue. In case of dynamic partitioning,
13
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Notation Value
B
250 (Mbytes)
bmax
60 (Kbytes)
bmin
40 (Kbytes)
d
4 (1/sec)
R
1 (Mbytes/sec)
l
100 (min)
s
0.015 (sec)
x
600 (sec)

Meaning
bu er size in Megabytes
maximal size of a compressed MPEG block
minimal size of a compressed MPEG block
viewer display rate in number of MPEG blocks per second
transfer rate from disk to bu er
video size in number of viewing minutes
the total of latency and seek time in seconds
viewer interarrival interval

Table 2: Default parameter values used in the simulation
the new viewer may cause a repartition of a bu er section if there is no open window and the total
number of partitions is less than the maximal number of partitions. Static partitioning is done
before any viewer arrives. The number of partitions is set as the maximal number of partitions.
However, a partition will remain inactive until a viewer arrives while all active partitions are closed.
Table 2 contains the default values for the parameters used in the simulation. The size of a
MPEG block bM is assumed to be uniformly distributed between bmin and bmax, and viewers arrive
in a Poisson process characterized by the interarrival interval x. The simulation was run for 200
minutes, twice the length of a video.
Figures 8 through 10 show the results of simulation by plotting the average waiting time against
bu er size, viewer interarrival interval, and disk transfer rate respectively. In Figure 8, the size
14
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Figure 10: The E ect of Transfer Rate on Average Waiting Time
of the bu er runs from 100 through 500 megabytes. The results demonstrate that the partitioning strategies are always better than no partitioning. The adaptive partitioning showed roughly
50% improvement for the average waiting time. The static partitioning is better than adaptive
partitioning at the lower end of bu er size, while the adaptive partitioning becomes better at the
higher end of bu er size. This is because a smaller bu er size reduces the opportunity for dynamic
partitioning, and therefore, the static partitioning wins.
Figure 9 gives the simulation results where the viewer arrival interval is the variable. It is shown
that the average waiting time in Strategy S1 is not proportional to the interarrival rate because the
arrival sequence is random. However, the strategies with partitioning show a linear e ect. That
is, the fewer the viewers, the shorter the average waiting time. This is an interesting result, which
means that partitioning increases our control over the average waiting time.
Figure 10 displays the e ect of disk transfer rate on the average waiting time. Results indicate
that Strategy S1 is insensitive to the disk speed as long as it is faster than the display rate. On
the other hand, the faster the disk, the better the partitioning strategies perform. This is because
faster disk allows more partitions, and thereby more viewers can join the viewing process without
waiting, further reducing the average waiting time. The results also show that static partitioning
is slightly better than the adaptive strategy for a faster disk.
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5 Disk Management Techniques
The previous sections have focused on bu er management techniques while assuming a certain value
of disk transfer rate that can feed data from a single video to multiple bu er channels. However,
in this section, we develop techniques that can be used to serve multiple videos on one server by
feeding multiple videos simultaneously from disk(s) to main memory. The main memory can then
be partitioned into regions for di erent videos; the bu er management techniques developed in the
previous sections can be applied to each such region. We rst review the single video technique
by Ozden et al [16] in the next subsection and then extend it to multiple video objects with
heterogeneous characteristics.

5.1 The Single Video Matrix
We observe that the disk transfer rate R is typically orders of magnitude faster than the rate, d,
at which the video is displayed on the user workstation. For that reason, the disk transfer rate can
support multiple channels (up to Rd ) simultaneously. The situation is best described by a matrix
structure as in [16]. We refer to this matrix as the single video matrix as illustrated in Figure 11
and Table 3.
This matrix has C rows (each called a channel), and n columns, and each cell in the matrix is
a block which in our context is the unit of video data transferred from the bu er to the viewing
stations at each time. The block size b, is a size that guarantees smooth display without hiccups (the
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b(1)
b(n+1)
b(2n+1)
...
b((C-1)n+1)

b(2)
b(n+2)
b(2n+2)
...
b((C-1)n+2)

b(3)
b(n+3)
b(2n+3)
...
b((C-1)n+3)

...
...
...
...
...

b(n)
b(2n)
b(3n)
...
b(Cn)

Table 3: Video blocks in the single video matrix
size depends on the MPEG compression rate [11]). Consequently, the size of the video contained
in the matrix is equal to b  C  n bytes.
During the time it takes a workstation to display (and the viewer to watch) one cell of the
matrix, the disk can transfer a whole column (consisting of C cells) to the bu er. Figure 11
illustrates this process; the letter "S" marks the rst block of the video.
The symbol b(i) in Table 3 denotes the ith block of the video. Let us assume that the rst
group of viewers (also called a channel) start watching block b(1), each time they view a new block
a complete column is transferred so that by the time this group has watched block b(n) the whole
video has been transferred to the bu er and a new showing of the video starts. The rst group is
then moved to channel 2 where b(n +1) is currently displayed and a new group can enter and watch
the video from the beginning on channel 1. In this way we can have (after some initial period) up
to C di erent viewer groups watching the same video where in general two consecutive groups are
watching portions of the video that are n blocks apart from each other.

Example 5.1 For instance, a video of 100 minutes long contains about 1.125 Gigabytes data.

With a disk transfer rate of 10 Megabytes/second and display rate 1.5 Megabits/second, C =53
(=10*8/1.5) channels can be supported. Therefore, the matrix contains 53 rows. Let the block size,
b, be 50 Kilobits as chosen in [16], the number of columns, n, in the single video matrix is 3396,
computed as 1:125  8  109=(53  5  104). The total number of blocks for this video is the number of
channels times the number of columns, amounting to 180,000 (=53*3396). Furthermore, supporting
the 53 channels requires 5.3 Megabits of bu er space (=.05*2*53). The factor 2 indicates that two
blocks of bu er space are needed for each channel so that when one block is refreshed, the other
block can be displayed by viewers of that channel.

Once a video object is organized into the matrix, its data blocks are then placed on disk
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b(1) b(n+1) ... b((c-1)n+1) b(2) b(n+2) ... b((c-1)n+2) ... b(cn)
Table 4: The sequence of video blocks on disk
continuously in a column rst order as illustrated in Table 4. In this way, the video blocks can be
retrieved into the bu er column by column without incurring random seek times [16]. Note that
there is one random seek after transferring the last column moving back to the rst one. We will
ignore this as it can be dealt with using some small additional bu er space as shown in [16].
In this scheme, the maximum waiting time a new user will experience is equal to the time
required to display one row in the matrix. This follows since the matrix is transferred into bu er
in every cycle and a viewer can start viewing whenever block b(1; 1)) is in the bu er. In [16], only
single videos are considered and assumed to be displayed continuously. The authors suggest that
the same matrix can be duplicated for each video if multiple videos are to be supported. This of
course will require an additional disk bandwidth of R for each such matrix.
One drawback of the single video matrix approach is that the special data structure essential
for eliminating seek time requires excessive time when loading the video on disk. Loading basically
requires permuting a huge matrix from row order to column order representation (see the next
example). While this approach is suitable for static situations, it is problematic when viewers
request videos that are not loaded on disk.

Example 5.2 As computed in Example 5.1, the total number of blocks in the single video matrix for
the 100 minutes long video is 180,000. Assuming the random seek time is 15 ms, the total seek time
needed to load this video is therefore 2700 seconds (=180,0000.015) or 45 minutes (assuming one
seek per block). The total loading time for the video amounts to 46.875 minutes, including 1.875
minutes (1.125/10/60) transfer time from tape to disk and the 45 minutes total seek time. For
convenience, we refer to this problem as the initial loading delay problem.

To summarize, the single video matrix, although having its merits for VOD, cannot be directly
applied to video storage and delivery in digital libraries because:
1. Although highly demanded videos can be displayed in continuous cycles, there are also many
videos that are merely used on \one time only" basis, making invalid the assumption that all
videos should be displayed continuously.
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2. In digital libraries, dynamic loading of videos is absolutely necessary as there is no way of
predicting perfectly the times of requests for speci c videos. High initial loading delays will
make video loading a bottleneck in a digital library.

5.2 Multiple Videos of the Same Length
To illustrate how to support multiple videos concurrently, let us rst examine the case of videos
with equal length. Multiple videos can be organized into a matrix using a variation to the single
video matrix. We rst illustrate the multiple video matrix with Examples 5.3 through 6.1; a general
optimization model for the design of multiple video matrices is given next.

Example 5.3 Suppose there are 3 videos that have equal length, assuming all are viewed equally
frequently and the video server can support 9 channels simultaneously. These videos can then be
placed into a matrix of 9 rows where each video takes 3 rows. Figure 12(a) shows the multiple video
matrix, where the symbol "S" marks the rst block of each video. Now, the 3 videos can be displayed
simultaneously using a single server. However, the matrix width, D, and consequently the maximal
waiting time, are three times as long as those when allocating all 9 channels to only one of the
videos.

In Example 5.3, we also assumed implicitly that all three videos have the same level of demand
(measured by viewing frequency, for instance) so that the channels are equally distributed. The
result is that all videos have the same maximal waiting time. In case that some videos are in higher
demand, we should then consider allocating more channels to these videos to reduce the waiting
time.

Example 5.4 Let us now place 2 videos in the matrix, but video 1 is assumed to be twice as popular
as video 2. In this case, we can place each of the two videos in 3 channels and use the remaining 3
channels to replicate the rst video that is in higher demand. In order to reduce the waiting time,
the rst block of the second copy of video 1 should be placed in a column near the middle of the
matrix so that the second copy restarts when the middle column of the matrix is transferred (about
D=2 minutes from the start of the rst copy). This situation is illustrated in Figure 12(b). In
e ect, the second copy cuts the waiting time by half. This technique is referred to as staggered
replication.
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Figure 12: Multiple video matrices

5.3 Multiple Videos of Di erent Lengths
In reality, few videos are of the same length, and therefore video data organization is more complex
as illustrated in the next example.

Example 5.5 We consider now a similar scenario as in Example 5.4 except that video 2 is longer
than video 1. Suppose the best matrix design turns out to be what is shown in Figure 12(c). Here
row 3 (from the top) is shared by the two copies of video 1, and row 5 is shared by the second copy
of video 1 and video 2. We refer to this case as channel sharing. The gure also illustrates that
some space (the white space in the gure) might be left unused at the end of a video in order to
start the second copy of video 1 near the middle column of the matrix. This unused space will have
only a minor e ect on disk utilization, as the number of videos on the same disk is generally small.
Furthermore, the open space may be lled with very short videos. Channel sharing is an important
technique as it says that the number of channels allocated to each video does not have to be an
integer. This will simplify considerably the optimization model developed next.

6 A Mathematical Model for Minimizing Average Waiting Time
The video data organization problem can be formulated as a mathematical optimization problem
that minimizes the average maximal waiting time by allocating the limited number of channels to
the videos to be displayed. This requires to determine the best value for the width of the matrix
measured in minutes (D) and number of copies and channel allocation for each video.
This problem can be formulated as follows:
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Objective function (P1):

m
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Subject to (for i = 1 to m):
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(13)
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X

ci  C
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(15)

i=1

m
X
i=1

li  ri  Sdisk

(16)

where m is the number of videos, C is the total number of channels, D is the width of the
matrix, Sdisk is the size of the disk(s), ci is the number of channels allocated to the ith video,
fi is the viewing frequency for the ith video. li is the size of the ith video, ri is the number of
replications for the ith video, and wi is the maximal waiting time for the ith video.
This formulation can be simpli ed by merging Equation 12 into the objective function P1,
and by combining Equations 14, and 15 into Equation 18. The constraints de ned by Equation
12 will be used to determine the maximal waiting times and the width of the matrix. All these
substitutions result in:

Objective Function (P2):

Subject to (for i = 1 to m):
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Example 6.1 Consider three videos with lengths f105, 88, 119g in displaying minutes, and relative
viewing frequencies f10.75, 2.75, 1.0g, respectively. Let the number of channels be 53 and the
disk size be 10 Gigabytes. Determine the width of the matrix and the video loading patterns that
minimizes the weighted total maximal waiting time. The disk size in bytes is equivalent to a transfer
time of 888 minutes by assuming 1:125  107 Bytes per minute of video.
The mathematical model for this speci c situation is therefore:

Objective Function (P3):
Subject to:

Z = minfD( 10r:75 + 2r:75 + r1 )g
1

2

3

(105r1 + 88r2 + 119r3)  53D
(105r1 + 88r2 + 119r3)  888
The optimal solution for this mathematical program is:

Z = 68:58

r1
r2
r3
w1
w2
w3
c1
c2
c3
D

= 3 copies
= 2 copies
= 1 copy
= 3:84 minutes
= 5:75 minutes
= 11:51 minutes
= 27:37 channels
= 15:29 channels
= 10:34 channels
= 11:51 minutes

It is also interesting to note that the disk space used is equal to (105r1+88r2+119r3)1:125=100 =
6.86 Gigabytes. That is, even though the disk size is 10 Gigabytes, the optimization result indicates
that the extra disk space does not help minimize the value of the objective function. Notice also
that the optimization results in 3 copies of video 1, 2 copies of video 2, and a single copy of video
3. This result shows that simply allocating the available channels without replication of videos does
not necessarily minimize the average waiting time.
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Figure 13: The Optimization Results
To extend the optimization results to more general cases, we analyze the e ect of disk transfer
rate on the average waiting time, matrix width and maximal waiting time for each video. The
results are given in Figure 13. The gure uses the number of channels as an indicator for disk
transfer rate since these two factors are linearly correlated (C = R=d). The results illustrate that
a faster disk leads to shorter waiting times, smaller value of the optimization function (Z ), as well
as the matrix width (D).

7 Managing Video Objects Using Multiple Asynchronous Disks
In [16], video data are loaded onto the disk in column rst order so that video blocks of multiple
channels can be retrieved into the main memory column by column without incurring random seek
time. However, this causes the initial loading delay problem discussed in Example 5.2. Next, we
propose an alternative approach that is free from the initial loading delay problem.
Consider the case of two disks. Even though each disk may incur seek time when retrieving a
video block, the CPU does not have to wait for the disk if any two consecutive video blocks in the
same column are located on di erent disks. Using this method, the seek time does not cause any
discontinuity of transferring the video; while the server transfers a block from the rst disk, the
second disk can seek ahead for the next block in the same column. Note that this requires that the
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Figure 14: The ROSE approach using multiple asynchronous disks
seek time be shorter than the time of transferring one block. We call this approach as the read one
seek else approach, or simply the ROSE approach.
Figure 14 illustrates the case of three disks; the consecutive rows (shown in di erent shades) in
the matrix are loaded on disks one through three alternately. That is, with the ROSE approach,
the video matrices can be loaded on disks row by row rather than column by column. This way,
video data can be loaded much faster as no seek times are incurred for the blocks in the same
row of video data. A simple computation shows that a 100 minute video can be loaded in 1.875
minutes (=1.125/10/60) as opposed to 46.875 minutes as illustrated in Example 5.2. Furthermore,
the results presented in previous sections can be combined with the ROSE approach.
One limitation of the ROSE approach is that the size of transfer blocks is now constrained by
the number of disks as the time to retrieve one block must be longer than the seek time if there
are only two disks. The consequence is that a larger RAM may be needed. In the case of two disks
with expected seek time of 15 ms and transfer rate of 10 Megabytes, the block size must be larger
than or equal to 150 Kilobytes (=104  15  10,2). To support 53 channels as in Example 5.1 would
require 15.9 Megabytes of bu er (=.15*2*53), where the factor of 2 indicates that two blocks are
the minimal bu er size for each channel. The size of the bu er can be reduced by using more disks.
Note that the size of transfer blocks is limited by the seek time divided by the number of disks
Ndisk minus one. This is because when one disk reads, the rest of the Ndisk , 1 disks can seek ahead.
In the case of four disks, the block size is reduced to 50 Kilobytes [=150/(4-1)], and the minimal
bu er requirement is reduced to 5.3 Megabytes (=.05*2*53). In summary, the ROSE approach
loads the matrix in row order rather than in column order, and therefore, the initial loading delay
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Figure 15: An illustration of dynamic loading of a new video
problem is eliminated.
Even if viewers' video preferences are highly predictable, occasionally videos that are not currently on disk will be requested by users. Dynamic loading of videos, i.e., the capability of loading
new videos and retiring existing ones without interrupting the display of ongoing videos, is therefore
a necessary feature. In digital libraries, requests leading to dynamic loading are likely to be more
frequent than in VOD services, and therefore, it is a critical requirement.
We propose a dynamic loading approach using a spare disk as shown in Figure 15. The new
video is segmented into three portions, each of which will be loaded onto a separate disk (identi ed
by the di erence in shade). The general procedure is explained below.
1. identify the open channels: In Figure 15, the last three channels (open channels) are currently
not used by any video.
2. transfer data to the spare disk: The useful video data currently on disk 3 are reloaded from
tape to the spare disk.
3. load the new video: We also load the portion of the new video that has to reside on disk 3 to
the spare disk.
4. switch with the spare disk: The spare disk is switched with disk 3. We then repeat steps 2
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through 4 with respect to disks 1 and 2.
5. start displaying the new video: When all disks are loaded with the appropriate portions of
the new video, the new video can then be displayed.
This loading scheme can support fast replacement of videos on disk without interfering the ongoing
video displayment.

8 Conclusions
Ecient management of video data is a fundamental requirement in future digital libraries. The
sheer volumes of the video objects (in the order of Gigabytes) and the continuous display requirements impose very high demand on the computational resources. The delay sensitivity of video
objects require special data storage and delivery techniques to guarantee smooth playback of video
data while making full use of the limited computing resources. In this paper, we investigated the
problem of managing multiple video objects in digital libraries and proposed unique data management techniques in memory and on disk to enable dynamic loading and simultaneous delivery of
multiple video objects on a single video server.
In memory management, we proposed three bu er management strategies to minimize the
average waiting time while ensuring display without jerkiness. A simulation study was conducted,
and the performance evaluation concludes that partitioning helps to reduce the average waiting
time in most situations. The savings in waiting time can be more than 50%; however, when the
arrival rate is high, static partitioning may not help. This is because the optimization algorithm
does not take into account the viewer arrival rate. Nevertheless, the current algorithm has shown
that partitioning is bene cial when the interarrival interval is long (i.e., arrival rate is low). When
the viewer arrival rate is high, adaptive partitioning may not be possible because unmarked bu er
spaces may not be found.
In this paper, we also presented new techniques for storing and delivering multiple videos. A
mathematical model for optimal data placement of multiple videos on disk was presented, taking
into account the disk transfer rate, viewing frequencies, and lengths of individual videos. The
solution of the model gives the width of the matrix, the number of copies and the resulting waiting
time for each video. The model can also be used to determine system resources such as types of disk
drives and RAM needed in order to meet requested waiting times. Next, we showed that by using
multiple asynchronous disks, the initial loading delay can be avoided by alternating successive rows
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from the matrix on di erent disks. We developed a novel dynamic loading procedure that enables
loading new videos without interrupting the services of ongoing videos.
Future work in this area involves determining the initial selection of videos among the candidates
based on certain economic criteria. Another open question is how to group candidate videos into
di erent matrices each supported by an independent server. The problem of video data placement
in mass storage system will also be investigated where data must be properly segmented and placed
on a parallel disk system so that interference between videos can be minimized.
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